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Brown University has come a long way from the Class of 1877 that graduated George Washington
Milford and Inman Page, the class orator, Brown's first Black graduates since its founding in 1764.
Some of us may too soon forget that by 1968 only approximately 110 Black men and 43 Black women
had graduated from Brown and Pembroke. The pace has quickened since then, and the University now
has some 2,100 minority alumni, 1,200 of whom are Black.

The merger of Brown and Pembroke and rapid societal changes have had a profound impact on
the University since 1970, but none greater than the increasing number of minority students. After
all, for more than 90 percent of its history, Brown was a university of primarily white males joined in
1891 by its much smaller coordinate college of white females. As a result, backgrounds and attitudes
of students were relatively homogeneous.

The motivations for actively seeking to increase minority enrollments in the mid-1960s were
good and proper: to provide educational opportunities to all citizens and to create an environment in
which all races could learn and live together for their own betterment and for the betterment of the
country. At the time, however, the University could not foresee that simply admitting greater numbers
of minority students would be insufficient to accomplish these twin purposes. The University would
have to change to meet the needs and desires of a more diverse student body. Moreover, as was dis-
covered, learning and living together do not automatically lead to improved understanding across racial
lines and more tolerant and broader attitudes. It takes conscious efforts and hard work. Slowly, and
sometimes with conflict and confrontation, the University made adjustments as new programs, policies,
resources and structures were put in place. And we are still changing as new situations and needs
emerge. In moments of tension and strife, we should not forget the tireless efforts of the many persons
— students, faculty members, administrators, alumni and trustees — both minority and white, who
have given of their time and creativity to make this a better place for all members of the community.

However, I want to emphasize that the job is not done; it may never be, at least in our life-
times. While gains have been made, and Brown has one of the better records in higher education, we
cannot become complacent for there is much to do. Nor are racial relations the sole responsibility of a
specific group, certain administrators or particular faculty. As I wrote recently, "the responsibility
rests with every member of this community." It may very well be that a laissez faire attitude toward
racism is as dangerous to our community life as the specific overt racist acts which are brought to our
attention and are addressed.

Racism and race relations are issues we must continuously confront. Moving deeply in the
human psyche, racism contaminates not only the bearers but also the institutions they inhabit and
lands they occupy. We at Brown are not immune from that contagion. During a period when some
observers openly fear our society is moving away from the commitments forged in the heat of the Civil
Rights movement and perceive that the national and international mood inhibits mutual understanding
and supports open bigotry, we must redouble our effort^ on the campus.

Minority students at Brown have asserted that they have suffered from racial violence and
harassment. I am convinced from my conversations that a number of minority students have been
exposed to senseless — and often anonymous — acts of harassment and intimidation try some mem-
bers of the Brown community and by outsiders. As I wrote in my letter to the Brown Community on
March 19, acts of intimidation, harassment — and violence — against any member of our community
or invited guests are the concern of us all and will not be tolerated. The University will continue to
enforce the established code of conduct. When violations have come to our attention in the past, they
have been taken seriously and dealt with firmly. For example, within the past two years, five students
have been separated from the University for bottle- throwing incidents.

Intolerance of others, insensitivity to different ideas and world views, and prejudicial acts and
opinions corrode the search for truth and destroy the richness of academic community. The mission of

/^ the University to foster mutual understanding among diverse peoples and cultures is more evident
than ever before in view of the shrinkage of the planet. Brown's goal is to prepare students who will
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participate in shaping the future. We cannot permit cultural ignorance or racial intolerance to blunt

r this mission.
There have been many developments in the last decade as Brown has adjusted to a new era

and a more diversified university community. Following the 1975 Agreements between the University
and minority students, the Third World Center (TWC) was established and the Minority Review Com-
mittee created. In later years, additional steps were taken: the appointment of a staff director of the
TWC, the formation of the Racial Awareness Communication Exchange, and others.

In regard to undergraduate admissions, about which there has been some public misunder-
standing and confusion, the record shows that 135 minority students were enrolled in the class which
entered the University in the autumn of 1975, comprising 10.1 percent of the class. Nine years later
there were 248 minority students in the 1984 entering class, an increase of 113 students making up
18 percent of the class; and minority students were awarded 37 percent of the freshmen financial aid
scholarship funds.

The number of Black freshmen increased from 89 in the fall of 1975 to 105 in the fall of 1984,
Hispanic freshmen from 10 to 42, and Asian- American freshmen from 36 to 101.

It is worth noting that these increases were not evenly distributed over the nine-year period;
most of them have occurred during the last five years. Minority students represented 12.4 percent of
the students in the class entering in 1979, compared to 10.1 percent four years earlier and 18 percent
five years later. The number of Black freshmen averaged 87 annually for the classes admitted in
1975-79; and 103 for the 1980-84 period. To a considerable degree, this pattern of matriculants re-
flected changes in the pattern of applications.

In addition to admissions, there have also been misunderstandings about graduation rates of
minority students. Because a number of students take off a semester or more from Brown, like other
universities, we normally calculate graduation rates in terms of five years. The latest data available is
for the class entering in 1979. According to the analysis of the Office of Institutional Research, five
years after matriculation (in 1984) 88 percent of the entire class had received a degree compared to 83
percent for minority students. Four years earlier, for the class entering in 1975, the percentages were
86 and 74. Over this four-year period each category of minority students showed improvement. For
example, the graduation rate of Black students increased nine percentage points and stood at 78 per-
cent for the class entering in 1979.

The Association of American Medical Colleges last month released a report which highlighted
the achievements of Brown's minority students. The report listed those colleges which had 15 or more
successful Black applicants to American medical schools, as follows: Howard (52), Stanford (34),
Brown (26), Harvard (23), Morehouse (21), Xavier (17). More than one percent of all minority medical
students in the U.S. are Brown graduates! It should also be pointed out that the Brown Program in
Medicine's record of minority enrollments is outstanding.

Turning to minority staffing, in 1975 there were 21 Black staff members holding exempt ad- .
ministrative positions. In 1985 there are 25, a number of whom occupy positions of broader authority
than was true ten years ago, including General Counsel; directors of Psychological Services and
EEO/AA; Associate Vice President, Biology and Medicine; Associate Deans of the College and the
Graduate School; and Dean of Students. In addition, there are seven other exempt non-Black minority
staff for a total of 32 minority administrators.

While Brown has made solid, if modest, gains in the employment of minority — and especially
Black — administrators over the last 10 years, the record of non hospital-based minority faculty is
disappointing. In 1975 the number of minority faculty was 38. That number declined to 30 in 1981
and returned to 38 in 1985. The number of Black faculty has gone from 17 in 1975 to 11 in 1981 and
up to 13 in 1985. On the positive side, the number of tenured Black faculty has increased from six to
eight over the last ten years (actually, the number awarded tenure was four, but one retired and one
left Brown).

A major reason for this result is the very small number of Blacks who have pursued the Ph.D.
degree in recent years,[especially in the disciplines and fields in which we have been searchingj In
1981 only three percent of the 31,000 doctorates granted by American universities were received by
Black Americans. By contrast, the University has done quite well in hiring women faculty members
since the number of women gaining the Ph.D. degree has grown very rapidly. It is clear that Brown is
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not alone in a shortage of Black faculty {in fact, Brown ranks at or near the top of comparable private

r universities in the percentage of its faculty who are Black"]
Nonetheless, we must do better. Brown monitors all searches and requires departments to

demonstrate that they have, indeed, sought to identify all possible minority candidates. The Provost
and I, along with the Affirmative Action Officer, have met regularly with chairs of faculty search
committees and departments to discuss the necessity for more intensive efforts to identify qualified
minority candidates. We have offered incentives to several departments to encourage extra efforts to
seek and hire minority faculty members.

Still, it is evident that these efforts have not been sufficient. Faculty hiring is, and should be,
basically a responsibility of academic departments since they are best equipped to judge the qualifica-
tions of candidates. However, the record of the past ten years suggests that departments must be
given additional encouragement to seek qualified minority candidates and be held more strictly accoun-
table for their searches. For example, the planning for academic staffing in the years ahead should,
perhaps, provide for a pool of faculty positions for departments which demonstrate their ability to
identify qualified minority candidates. In so many fields the number of potential minority candidates is
so small that they are not likely to appear in our candidate pools unless special effort is made to seek
them out.

As noted, the major stumbling block in the employment of additional Black faculty is the severe
shortage of available candidates since so many of the most talented students are choosing to attend
law, medical, business, and other professional schools (a trend clearly evident, by the way, in the case
of Brown graduates). In recognition of this situation, the Brown Graduate School has intensively
sought minority candidates for graduate study. For a number of years the Graduate School, in recog-
nition of its minority recruitment activities, has been awarded — in stiff competition with other uni-
versities — funds to support minority fellowships from the Graduate and Professional Opportunities
Program of the Federal Government and also from the Danforth Foundation's program to promote
graduate education for minorities.

The concern has been voiced by minority students that the Brown curriculum has not included
sufficient material on the developing countries. This issue has already been joined by a number of fac-
ulty members and administrators. Strengthening of the curriculum in this area (e.g. the new World
Hunger Program and the Center for the Comparative Study of Development) has already begun. Plans
for the enrichment of the curriculum on the Third World have also been advanced by the Council on
International Studies. The draft reports of the faculty task forces on staffing plans have, as well, sig-
naled the need for the enhancement of teaching resources on the non-Western world. Fund-raising ef-
forts have been underway for some months and the prospects and results indicate that the University
will be able to begin broadening the curriculum in these directions within the next year or two.

The University has sought actively to involve minority persons in the full range of its affairs
and has valued the many contributions they have made. There are currently four Black and two Asian
members of the Brown Corporation. Many distinguished minority persons have been awarded honorary
degrees in recognition of their contributions and every year a number of minority speakers visit the
campus to share their views from the platform and to participate in the Providence-Journal/ Brown
University Public Affairs Conference and other conferences and symposia on a wide range of topics. It
would be difficult to identify a campus of Brown's size which offers a richer representation of persons
or views.

While most minority alumni are young, embarking on careers and families, they are increas-
ingly involved in the University through alumni programs. Last year, Arnold Lewis, a Black graduate
of the Class of 1983, joined the Alumni Relations staff as Assistant Director responsible for coordinat-
ing programs for minority alumni.

Within the Associated Alumni, the international association to which all alumni belong, the
Third World Alumni Committee exists to foster and strengthen programs for minority alumni. The
committee is headed by Harold Bailey '70 of Boston, who was chosen corporate secretary of the Asso-
ciated Alumni in national alumni elections, and Javette Pinkney '80 of Washington, D.C. Within the
association, there is a growing Third World Network with minority coordinators in five cities responsi-
ble for sponsoring educational and social events for minority alumni. The National Alumni Schools
Program for years has involved minority alumni in recruiting efforts, and there are NASP minority
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coordinators in 11 cities. The Brown Book Award, which honors outstanding high school juniors across
the nation, is presented in 75 predominantly minority high schools, a new program made possible
through gifts from Brown minority aJumni. The new Investment in Diversity Fund, which seeks to
raise an additional $250,000 for minority financial aid in the next two years, is underway and will
benefit from a Commencement Concert to be given by internationally acclaimed Black trumpet player
Wynton Marsalis.

These data and observations are presented not only as a progress report but to provide a base-
line against which we many judge our future actions. We must consolidate and extend steadily the
gains achieved. To do so will require the cooperation and participation of all segments of the campus as
we seek more effective means to deal with harassment, intensified recruitment efforts for minority
faculty and staff and the enhancement of educational efforts to promote better multi-cultural and racial
understanding — in short, as we seek to set the agenda for the next decade. Continued progress will
be achieved not by "quick fixes" but by steadfastness of purpose, deep institutional commitment, and
broad community understanding.
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